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MPSWELL

VOLUMES.

Wfoy Not
of the Santa Fe system.- - Thft the
Rock
line would be built
up to this city from San Diego goes

JAPAN
WARNS U.

Island-Frisc-

o

witnout question.

S.

NEWS ITEMS FROM
THT SOUTHWEST.
Captain Tom Davis, an educator
from Tennessee, is in El Paso with a
view of establisaing a military school
and is receiving considerable encour
agement.
m

m

Try One of Our 25c Breakfasts?

ORCHARD'S
TESTIMONY

m

McKinley county is to have a new
The commissioners on
Tells How
Monday opened
sealed bids for its Assassin of SteunenbergKill
Count Okuma Appeals to American construction.
Peabody,
Were Made to
Plans
OutPublic to Stop the "Boxer-like- "
Gabbert,
Bell and Others.
These
rage on Japanese Citizens. FriendFailed, But Other Efforts Were Sue
Las Vegas has during the last week
ship Will Be Weakened if These been troubled with a gang of burcessfully Made.
Continue.
glars who have made several good
hauls. Officers are working on the
case and it is hoped the burglars will
be caught.

court house.

Acting Governor Raynolds 'has apToWo, June 6. Nichi Nichi commw pointed from the Pecos Valley as delto the public lands convention
ting on Japanese and American trade egates
to be held in Denver. June 18 to 20.
says:
(George
morning
"Even
relations this
F. "Wracey. of Carlsbad, and
traditional friendship will not escape W. E. Lindsey, of Portales.
a rupture should incidents like those
MAY WEATHER.
that occurred in San Francisco be re-

peated. The Japanese there are under Meteorological
Summary
for the
treaty protection. President RooseMonth Ending May 31, 1907.
velt's enlightened message to the last
congress was received here with emi- Station, Roswell, N. M.
nent satisfaction, bin the actual de- OTemperature.
velopments since are a total failure."
s p
s
American Boxerism.
r
a '2.
3
New York, June 6. Count Okuma, 2
e
B
former leader of the progressives, the
opposition party in Japan, in response 5
37 54 00 Clear
to a request by the New York World, 1. 72
51
38 60 00 Pt. Cloudy.
opinion
regarding
the
an
has cabled
3. 68 40 54 00 Pt. CI.
incidents at San Francisco in which 4. 71 37 54 00 Pt. CI.
Japanese are involved. "A repetition 5. 81 47 64 00 Pt. CI.
82 43 62 00 Clear
of the Injustice against the Japanese," 6.
7. 83 42 62
00
lie says, "will seriously hurt our warm 8. 80 45 62 00 Clear
Clear
feelings towards America and our tra- 9. 68
56 .51 Pt. CI.
to
10.
78
60
43
Clear
"friendship
will be weakened
ditional
86 46 66 00 Clear
thereby. I sincerely appeal to the 11.
12. 88 47 68
00 Clear
American public to stop the Boxer- 13. 76 50 63 00 PL CI.
like outrages and unfair discrimina- 14. -643 64 T. Pt. CI.
15. 76 36 56
00 Clear
tion against Japan."
16. 87 39 63
00 Clear
17. 87 43 65
00 Pt. CI.
SEE ROCK ISLAND IN

s

I
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CARLSBAD RAILROAD.

experts along the Poclfic
coast profess to see the band of the
Rock Island system in the proposed
railroad line between Carlsbad. N. M.,.
and Quanah, Texas for whioh prelimi-nary lines are now belig run, the
plan being, according to the rumors,
to acquire a right of way through to
the Pacific coast from the Rock Island
lines in Texas. The Cos Angeles
News says of the project and its accompanying rumors:
Railway surveyors are engaged in
running lines southwesterly from
Quanab, Texas, and 'west from Carts-haN. M. From the men it is impossible to learn the objective point
or for whom they are working. Several things, however, point to a solution of the mystery and it is alleged
People
that the
are responsible for the survey, and
to
that this corporation. Is preparing
extend its system to che Paslfic coast,
Angeles
as
nrith San Diego and Los
coast terminals.
It long has been shown that the
officials of the systems have had their
eyes on the Pacific coast as a final
terminal for their lines. Also it is
known that, through trackage arrangement, they nave been sending in trains
to Los Angeles over the Southern Pacific road and that there has been an
agreement amounting to a truce and
division of territory between Harri-znaand the heads of the Rock Island and the Frisco systems.
In view of the recent developments
there Is every reason to believe that
amicable relations between Harriman
Island people are
'and the Frisco-Rocan end. By a sharp movement
at
Harriman iias wrested from the Frisco the control of the Gulf Coast lineand this cannot be pleasant to Presldent B. F. Yoakum of the Frisco system. The story bas Just been made
public how the Union Trust company
financed the guK line, known as the
St. Louis, Brownsville & Mexico, and
bow on the completion of the line,
the
'the trust people refused to turn
property over to Yoakum but through
road
its directors give control of the
to Harriman. It transpired that Harriman was behind the Union Trust company and that Yoakum bos unwittingly placed himself in the bands of his
opponent. .
Glancing- at rhe map of the Rock
Island and Frisco lines, it will be seen
that the surveyors are following a
Hae which would, added to one or the
'Frisco Knee, make the most direct
route between Chicago and the coast.
A Frisco line leaves Chicago, running
directly south to DanriUe, 111. Thence
It takes a bee line southwest to Quanab. Texas. Extending this directly
southwesterly line, to Carlsbad. N. M.,
From this point a line
is reached.
due .west strikes 8an Diego, passing
just south of Phoenix.
It is prob&ole that, in building this
extension, the line would deviate from
th direct sufficiently to bit Phoenix.
tbat Spreckles, who is
It U hinted
engaged in building or preparing to build from San Diego east to
Yuma, is acting in conjunction with
Yoakum of the Frisco and President
Wlnchell of the Rock Island. Those
who are familiar with Mr. Snreckles'
past experience In railroad building
are satisfied that this line In whioh
be H now interested will not be operated by Mm, but will be turned over
to some railway system," as was his
lias in UUs stats which became a part
d.
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72
68
66
67
70
74
71

68
64

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Cloudy
Cloudy

Clear
Pt. CI.
Pt. CI.
Pt. CI.
Clear
Pt. CI.
Pt. CI.

Cloudy.
T. Cloudy
Cloudy
T.
30.
.17 Cloudy
.47 PL CI.
50
31.
Atmospheric Pressure.
(Reduced to sea level;
inches and
29.

58
64
64
57
58

'

hundredths.)

Mean. 29.80; highest, 30.15, date 27;
lowest 29.27, date 12.

Boise, Idaho, June 6. Harry Orch
ard, who says his true name is Albert
Harsley,
who assassinated former
Governor Frank Steunenberg at Cald
well on the night of Dec. 30, 1905
story this
continued his gruesome
morning as a witness against Will
iam D. Haywood, secretary and treasurer of the Western Federation of
Miners.
Orchard began the day's testimony
by giving the names of several per
sons he met in .San Francisco when
he went there to assassinate
Fred
Bradley, who had been manager of
the Bunker Hill and the Sullivan
mine in the Couer D'Alene district.
Orchard returned to Denver wearing
the uniform of a soldier. He immediate
ly called Pettlbone on the telephone.
Orchard said he asked for money and
received $125 from Pettibone with
the promise of more whenever he
wanted it. Orchard said that Haywood asked him next to "go to work
on Judge Gabbert of the Colorado
supreme court."
Orchard
"He said Judge Gabbert,
continued, "had been rendering decisions against Mbyer who was trying
to get out of the Tellurlde jail on a
writ of habeas corpus. I went to Gab-bert-s
house the following Sunday
night, with Steve Adaims and a shot
gun, but we did not see the judge.
Haywood also wanted us to try again
at Governor Peabody, saying he did
not care how we got rid of him. At
his time it seemed that Peabody was
ibout to be elected to another term.
Adams, Billy Aokerman and I set to
work and made a bomb. We put It
under the sidewalk at Thirteenth and
Grant avenue, Denver. The governor
walked along there every morning.
Adams and I watched for the governor until he came out. Just as the
governor walked over the place where
the .bomb was, two heavy coal wag
ons came out of the alley and passed
over the wire leading to the bomb
and we could not pull it. I went and
got the bomb. We threw the bomb in
the river. I reported to Pettibone that
we had failed. He said that was too
bad."
'After this," Orchard continued.
'we tried to shoot Peabody, hanging
around his house a long time, but not
getting an opportunity. We also tried
to shoot Frank Hearne of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. Haywood said
that Hearne was trying to fix the leg
islature against us. and would be a
good man to get out of the way. He
also said that Dave Moffatt, president
of the First National Bank was ano

Temperature.
Highest 88. date 23; lowest 36, date
greatest daily range 48, date 16;
least daily range 15, date 31.
Mean for this month in 1905. 67;
for 1906. 68; for 1907, 63.
Mean of this month for 3 years, 66.
Absolute maximum for this month
for 3 years. 98.
Absolute minimum for this month
for 3 years, 36.
Precipitation.
Total this month. 1.15; snowfall. 00.
precipitation
in 24 hours. .64,
Greatest
date
Total precipitation this month in ther."
1905. .01; in 1906. .46: in 1907, 1.15
Orchard
Average of this month for 3 years.
15;

30-3-

0.54.

Prevailing direction of wind, S.; to
tal movement. 5.350 miles; average
hourly velocity 7.2; maximum velocity (for five minutes) 32 miles per
hour, from N. W on 9th.
Number of clear days, 11; partly

cloudy, 14; cloudy, 6: on which .01
inch, or more, of precipitation occurred, 3.
Miscellaneous Phenomena.
Hail. 9th; thunder storms. 9, 18, 29
and 30; frost, 00.

Alexander Ault. his son Winton
and daughter. Miss Ault, came up
from Lakewood in their auto this afternoon to.be in the city a few
shopping. They are stopping at the
Gilkeson. Mr. Alexander Ault expects
to go to Denver tomorrow on a
week's business trip.
o

Train Wrecked in Tennessee.
Nashville. Tenn.. June 6. The Southern train leaving here this morning
was wrecked three miles beyond Lebanon. Tenn. So far as known no one
was killed, but it is reported that of
the sixty persons on the train aH but
three were injured.
A bright Bell Boy; also
WANTED:
a night clerk, young man. Apply at
1t
once at The Gilkeson.

man named Walter Walley picked up
and was killed."
the pocket-boo- k
Pettibone said this was "hard luck"
according to Orchard.
Orchard testified that he and Pettibone next tried to shoot General
Sherman Bell, but before they had a
chance Moyer arrived in Denver, having been released from jail at
and he ordered the operations
stopped,
saying he had
In Denver
work outside more important.
The Steunenberg Assassination.
The witness then got down to the
Steunenberg assassination. He said
it was suggested by Haywood. "He
thought after we got him," continued
Orchard, "after letting him go seven
or eight years, that if we went back
to Paterson. N. J., and wrote letters
to Judge Gabbert, Peabody, Bell and
others, telling" them they would get
the saane thing as Steunenberg, it

NUMBER

said that Adams and he
house for some
Moffatt's
watched
time, with a gun. but could accomplish- nothing. "We were also told,"
said Orchard, "to get after Judge
Goddart, who Haywood said was the
instrument in defeating the eight-hou- r
bill which had been declared
unconstitutional. After the election
Peabody went to dive at Canon City.
Moyer, Haywood and Pettibone all
told me to keep after Peabody. It
was arranged that I should become a
life insurance solicitor."
Orchard declared that he got a recommendation for the position from
Mr. Hawkins, partner of E. F. Richardson, one of the attorneys now representing Haywood, and J. C. Sullivan, president of the Colorado State
Federation of Labor. Orchard said he
decided to place a bomb beneath
window at Canon City. The
state then created a sensation by producing in evidence the lead casing of
can.
a bomb the size of a
Orchard said he loaded the casing In
the .basement of Pettibone's store at
assisting him.
Denver, Pettibone
Thirty- pounds of giant powder were
used. Pettibone. Orchard declared,
gave him $100 before he returned to
Canon City with the bo nib. On the
way to Canon City a companion
heard the clock ticking in the grip
with the bomb and wanted to know
what it was. "I told him jokingly,"
said Orchard, "that it was a bomb I
was going to put under Peabody if I
got a chance. When I reported this
conversation to Pettibone he told me
I had better not try it on Peabody at
that time. Pettibone and I then prepared a bomb for Judge Gabbert. We
planted it in a vacant lot which Gabbert crossed on' the way home. We
left a wire out of the bomb and to
Pea-body- 's

.

two-gallo-

n

HUGHES

PUBLIC

SILL BECOMES

and as one who is entirely in sympa
thy with the policies and purposes of
the present administration. It is
known that such action will .be pleas
ing to the President, since it will be
a practical indorsement of his admin
istration. As attorney general In Pres
ident Roosevelt's cabinet, Senator
Knox is credited with inaugurating
tne fight against the Northern Securi
ties Company and other .obnoxious
financial combinations.
o
HAS YOUR ORCHARD
THE "WOOLLY APHIS PENNSYLVANIA
REPUBLICANS
There has been some fear among
DECLARE CHOICE FOR PRESIthe orchardlsts of this section that
DENTIAL NOMINATION.
an Insect known as the Woolly Aphis
might appear among the orchards of
the Valley this spring. It can be eas
ily detected. When the trees are in
fested, the limbs will be seen to be
spotted, or even covered by a growth
STAND BY PROTECTION
somewhat resembling cotton. It par
tioularly infests apple trees. The .best
remedy for this insect is spraying.
The medicine is a mixture of water.
soap and kerosene. Boil water and a
small quantity of soap together and
then add ten per cent of kerosene. Platform Also Endorses Governor StuOne spraying at the right time should
art and the Policy of President
do the business and may save the Roosevelt, and Demands Speedy
orchardist some money.
Prosecution of the State Capitol
Grafters.
John O. Sheats Nominated for State Treasurer.
May Hang Two Women.
Santa Fe. N. M., June 5. Unless the
overnor intervenes to save them from
the gallows, two women, one Mexi
can, the other negress, both mere
girls, will .be hanged by the neck un
til dead at Hillsboro, Sierra county,
Harrisburg, Pa., June 6. The en
day after
Valentina Madril. the daughter of an old and dis- dorsement of United States Senator
Mexican-Spanis- h
tinguished
family. Knox for the Presidency, the nominawith the blood of Castllian Nobles tion of John O. Sheats of Philadel
flowing through her veins, at 17 wed phia for state treasurer, and the adop- ded a man nearly twice her age, at ion of a platform endorsing the poli-;and administration of President
18 murdered
her husband that she
might become the bride of a younger Roosevelt were the net results of tostate convention.
lover, land at 19 Is facing ignominious day's Republican
and shameful death. At an age when The platform also declares adherence
most girls are just beginning to dream to the principle of tariff protection,
of love and marriage, pretty Valentin.a commends the administration of GovMadril has reached the depths of an ernor Stuart, and demands speedy
unholy passion. Two days hence, un- prosecution of those who profited by
less there comes a .respite, a black cap the alleged frauds In furnishing and
will be drawn over her shapely head 9quipping the new state capiaol.
o
her hands will be tied behind her
back and a noose placed abtmt her MORE BASE BALL
GAMES NEXT WEEK
neck, land at the rope s end she will
Arrangements have been made with
expiate her sins. With her into eterthree games of
nity faithful even to the gallows, will Amarillo whereby
go Alma Lyons, a young colored girl base ball will be played in this city
whose dumb devotion to her fair mis with the Roswell team, the days betress led her to become an accomplice ing Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. The departure this .morning of
in the crime.
It is the old story of May wedded to B. W. Pope, short stop on the Ros
December, and the young man who. well team, for .Silver City, where he
sooner or later inevitably appears to will play .ball, has made some rear
wreck the life's happiness of a wo- rangements necessary In the home
man and, as this case put an innocent team. Reeves will ibe taken from sec- nd base to short stop and Lehman
man to death.
Scarcely a year after her marriage will play second. This, It Is believed.
will strengthen the team considera- to Madril, the wealthy, aged
ly. Gallegos and Caldwell will proba
husband of countless stories
of love and murder, young Francisco bly pitch during the games with Am
Baca appeared upon the scene. A arillo.
The Roswell team wjfl play In
sturdy athlete, a brilliant equestrian
on the 21st and 22nd of this
accomplished in the art of love makng as are all those of Spanish de nonth at the big celebration arrang- d by the Artesia people. It is also
scent, he effected an immediate conquest of the young wife.
irobable that a game will be arrang- d there for the 20th.
With the fires of unconcentrated
Another trip will be made to Carls- ust burning in their hearts, the girl- wife and her paramour plotted mur- iad for three games there during the
der. Madril, the old respected citizen ig Irrigation Celebration on the 3rd,
stood between them and the accom 1th and 5th of July.
plishment of their desires. It was
agreed that the woman should do the
Romance of a Thread Mill.
Fall River. Mass., June 5. Bread
deed, but that Baca should protect
her in any trouble that might follow. ?ast upon the wiaters rather, a little
With supreme confidence in the abili- - white card, with a girls name written
y of her lover to save her from the lpon it vias returned after many days
consequences of the crime, Mrs. Ma- o make Miss Bessie Bowers, a thread
dril mixed poison in coffee prepared mill girl, Fall River's happiest prospec
for her husband. Immediately after- ive June bride. Conrad Schmidt.
230 North Hancock street, Philadel- ward she suggested a walk to the cemetery that he might select a lot in Thia, is the young Romeo in this rowhich to be buried, "in case anything mance, which .reads like a page from
should happen." Returning from thi? a Laura Jean Libbey story book.
The Philadelphia office of C. Moore
denevolent enrand, Madril became ill
Company, thread manufacturers.
and died in terrible .agony after a few
s the scene of the first chapter, three
hours.
Behold, then.
An investigation resulted in the ar vears ago the time.
est of Mrs. Madril and her colored oung Pchmidt. then a handy boy.
servant. During the trial the girl con- about the establishment, opening a
fessed and implicated Baca, who is shipment of thread from the Fall Riv- now being held for trial at the Sep- T mills. Sma.ll chance for Cupid to
tember term of court. The. statement fierce a heart in this busy mart of
of Mrs. Madril was fully confirmed wmracree, apparently, and yet the lit- ways
by the negress, who admitted having ie god moves in mysterious
been implicated with her mistress in which the captains of industry know
aot of. In one of the boxes young
the conspiracy.
Schmidt found a card and on it the
o
address of Miss Bowers.
Live Stock Market.
of
With the romantic enthu-X;sKansas City, June 6. Cattle re
the lad wrote to the Fall River
ceipts, 7.000. Market steady to ten vouth,
-irl. just for fun," From a boy and
cents lower. Southern steers, 3.50(i Tirl correspondence, the letters grew
5.50; southern cows, 2.50(5 4.00; stock more serious, and finally resulted in
chmuit paying a visit to Miss Bowers
rs and feeders, 3.505.00; bulls. 3.25
Easter. It was a case of Love at
Q4.80;
calves, 3. 75(5 5.75; western last
Irs! sight so both of the young peo- western fed le happily admit. Then and there
fed steers. 4.256.00;
the wedding was set for June, and
cows, 3.204.60
Sheep receipts, 6.000. Market stea Schmidt will soon claim his bride.
Miss Bowers is an exceedingly pret-- y
dy. Muttons, 5.t!0(S6.75; lambs. 6.50fj
young elri and Is the only daughter
5.75j.'7.0O; fed of an excellent Fall River family.
9.40; range wethers,
Schmidt
is now foreman of the Moores
ewes, 4.75fi.l5
Dhilade!phia
establishment, having
?rad'uaHy risen from the ranks, and
Helen M. Gougar Dies Suddenly.
Lafayette, Ind.. June 6. Helen M apparently has a bright future before
Gougar, rhe temperance
lecturer, him in the world of commerce as well
dropped dead at her home today ot as in the domain of love.
heart failure. She was 70 years old.
Wedded or no Job.
Detroit, Mich., June 5. R. Phelps.
The Wool Market.
attorney,
millionaire, globe trotter, ad
St. Louis, June 6. Wool steady.
venturer a guest of Admiral Dewey
Territory and western mediums. 20i- on
his flagship in Manila bay when
fine medium, 18(321; fine, 15(517.
he Spanish fleet went down, will
relinquish his happy state of
W. S. Prager's beautiful residence shortly
single
at the behest of
on South Main is offered for sale for Mayor blessedness
Thompson, if what Dame Ruonly
Business
reasons
says
the first time.
mor
is true. Phelps Is now said
Induce Mr. Prager to part with his to cherish political ambitions, desir- ng
to
'succeed City Controller Joy
fine home. We have an exeeptlonally
when the latter resigns on July 1.
low price on this property for the Mayor Thompson would be enjoyed to
next 30 days. Will be pleased to show appoint him, so he says, except that
it to any prospective purchaser. Carl he holds to the president's anti-rac- e
suicide theories, being himself the faton & Bell.
ther of, nine. Therefore. Phelps nust
be married by July 1 to get the job
and rumor says he will be.
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
OIL, OIL. OIL.
Roswell, N. M., June 6. Tempera
If you want good goods at honest
ture. Max., 93; min., 55; mean, 74. prices, call up Phone 412 and ask our
Precipitation, a trace; wind, W., ve wagon to deliver you our high-grad- e
oil or gasoline. Give us a trial and let
locity 5 miles; weather clear.
us convince you.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO,
Fair tonight and Friday; stationary
Independent Oil Refineries.
76-ttemperature.
Phone 411
M. WRIGHT.
See the "Fencing Master" tonight
Official la Charge.
at the Majestic 10 cU.

KNOX IS

SIGNS IT

Tell-u-ride-

A

UTILITIES
LAW.

IT IS
would have a good effect. Moyer said
It would .be better than killing them"
Orchard said he went to Idaho, but
a recess of the court was taken before
he told of the assassination of Steunenberg.
James Kirwan, acting secretary
and treasurer of the Western Federa- The Most Sweeping and Effective Re
Ever Passed by an
tion during the enforced absence of form Measure
Legislature.
American
Put s All
Haywood, arrived in Boise from Den
Service Corporation, Execept
ver this morning. He came in response Public
the Telephone and Telegraph Under
to a telegram from James H. Hawley
State Control.
senior counsel for the state. Kirwan
was served with a telegraphic subpoena some weeks ago. "I was advised." he said today, "that the service
of such subpoena was Illegal, but to
show that I have nothing to conceal,
Albany, N. Y.. June 6.
that I
I informed the prosecution
The
Public Utilities
would come to Boise whenever debill was signed today by Goversired."
nor Hughes. This act is one
Some of Yesterday's Testimony.
of the most far reaching reBoise, Idaho, June 5. The Haywood
form measures ever passed by
trial was resumed at 9 a. m. J. M.
an American legislature. It
Naimpa,
Brunzell, a hotel keeper of
places under direct state contestified to the presence of Orchard
trol every public service corporation excepting the telegraph
and Simpkins in Nampa in November,
and telephone companies.
1905. The presence of Simpkins at
Nampa on Nov. 7 and at Silver City
Nov. 8, 1905, was established by A.
Pinkey and J. A. Conners, hotel keep GRAVE SITUATION
IN JAPANESE STRIKE.
ers In their respective cities. During
Tokio, June 6. Reports from
the giving of this testimony Haystate that the situation at
wood's mother, a gray haired, kindly Besshi coper mine are very grave.
room
woman,
court
the
entered
faced
The thousand striking employees are
and took a seat beside the prisoner's using dynamite freely and threaten
to destroy the mine. The telephone
wife.
station was destroyed and a clerk
r
of a min blown
C. H. Wentz,
to pieces. Troops have been
ing company at Warder, Identified the sent. The grievance of the strikers
photograph of Simpkins and his writ- has not been stated.
ing on hotel registers. The photograph
and 'hotel registers were admitted in WHOLESALE OFINDICTMENT
FURNITURE MEN.
evidence over the objections of the
Portland, Ore., June 6. In the U.
Indictments
S. District Court today
defense.
Guy Felght, of Nampa, testified were returned against 180 furniture
of Oregon, Washington, Idaho
that he .met Orchard and Simpkins at dealers
and California, for alleged violation
Caldwell in the fall of 1905... , of .the Sherman anti-trus- t
law. The
Harry Orchard was called at 9 : 42. list Includes every manufacturer and
Orchard entered by the back stairs jobber in the states named and a
in company with a number of guards. large number of retailers.
He looked cool and collected. J. H.
Hawley began the direct examination A KANSAS TOWN ALSO
DRAWS COLOR LINE.
of the prisoner. Orchard said he was
Kan., June 6. .Wichita's
Wichita,
born in Canada, and that his real
name was Alfred Horsley. He had race war case, involving an attempt
been known as Orchard for eleven by the negroes of the city to compel
years. He became a member of the the school board to admit colored
schools, will
Western Federation of Miners in children to the white ibefore
the state
1899 while at work as a mucker in come lip for a hearing
supreme court at Topeka tomorrow,
a .mine at Burke.
This afternoon (Wednesday) Orch and will be bitterly contested by atard told of meeting Haywood and torneys for both sides of the controin the
Pettibone in Denver. They asked aim versy. The suit was broughta negress
if he could fix up a scheme to assasi-nat- e name of Mrs. Sallie Rowles.
to
Governor Peabody of Colorado. against the board of ediuoation,
to allow her daughIt was arranged that Orchard was tos compel the board
ter to attend one of the ward schools
hide .behind a stone wall near
home and shoot the governor. for palefaces. The district court, when
Adams was assigned .by Haywood to the .matter was brought before it,
help Orchard. Pettibone he said gave held that the board acted within its
shot-gun- s
with whicn jurisdiction when it ordered the white
them sawed-of- f
colored pupils separated. Mrs.
to shoot Peabody and they were on and
of the
his trail three weeks. One time they Rowles, backed by the negroes
whites, who still hold
failed to kill him .because a lady was city and a few
sacred the memory of John Brown
with him.
appealed to the state supreme court.
Court News.
case has attracted wide attention,
The jury in the case of the Home The negroes
declaring that It is the
Savings Bank, of Des Moines, Iowa, the
beginning of an attempt to disfranvs. K. S. Woodruff and others, render
the colored population .and to
ed a verdict in favor of the plaintiff chise
make
it the victim of "Jim Crow"
in the sum of $1,311, and interest and other
discriminative laws.
amounting to $126.94. This was a case
o
to
property
of
alleged
conversion
of
MISSING RECORDS MAKE
the benefit of tne defendants.
NEW TRIAL NECESSARY.
J. D. Render has filed suit against
Sheridan, Wyo., June 6. Convicted
A. J. Witteman for alleged balance
of the brutal murder of Allie Means,
due on note.
and .lodged
In the case of A. J. Nisbet vs. El sentenced to be hanged
Capitan Land and Cattle Company, a in the death cell at Rawlins penitenno appeal having been asksuit for pay for services rendered. tiary, with granted,
Noah T. Richardjudgment was given the plaintiff in ed for or
son is yet presumed by the law to
the sum of $141.
an innocent man, and as such will
Jim West was given a new bond, be
be placed on trial for the second time
the old one not meeting the requirecounty.
ments of the court. He has also ap- tomorrow at Sundance, Crook
was made necessary by
plied for a hearing in the supreme The
:he discovery that all the papers and
court.
concerning the first trial
The court is still occupied with the documents
disappeared from
case of J. A. Browning vs. T. J. Douth have mysteriously
Crook county court house, by what
itt. a suit brought to secure damages the
means is not known. Without these
for alleged Injury to a well.
to carry out
The jury commissioners. Will Pra- - records it is impossible
ger, Ralph Parsons, both of Roswell, the verdict as prescribed by the statsupreme
court has ordand R. N. Miller, of Hagerman, have utes, and the
be given the
reported a list of names for the jury ered that Richardson
benefit of another hairing of his case.
for the next term of court.
of the
The case of the Hagerman National Owing to the wide discussion
vs. George C. case and the fact that nearly every
Bank, of Hagerman,
or
Stanford and John W. Langford. of citizen of Crook county hasatheard
the triadduced
Hagerman. has been decided In favor read the evidencechange
of venue will
of the plaintiff, and judgment given al last spring, a
for $8,000 with interest at the rate of likely be necessary.
twelve per cent and attorney s lees
DONALD HAMILTON" IS
of $800.
APPOINTED NAVAL CADET.
Automobile Test.
appointment
of Donald HamilThe
of
6.
the
The
first
New York. June
ton, of Roswell, as a midshipman at
great, a'ltomobile endurance tests of the
Naval Academy at Annapolis, by
e
the year on American soil Is the
Roosevelt, has been anPresident
Automobile
York
New
the
of
The many
nounced at Washington.
Club, which started early this morning friends of Donald in Roswell are conon the long grind to Albany over a fident that he will make good, and excircuitous route, making It the longest tend their congratulations and best
run of Ms kind ever attempted for a
single day. F. J. Wagner acted as the wishes to him.
starter, and Oliver A. Qunyle, presi
KNOX
dent of the New York State Automo- WILL ENDORSE FOR PRESIDENT.
supervise
check
bile Association, will
Harrisburg, Pa., June 6. United
ing the numerous contestants at Al States
Senator Philander C. Knox
bany. If the r'in is s"ccessful a simi will .be endorsed
for President ty the
by
attempted
the
will
be
event
lar
which
state Republican convention,
Motor Club later in the met
Chicaeo
in the Lyceum theater today for
month.
the purpose of nominating a candidate
for state treasurer. A resolution has
COMMENCEMENT DAY
FOR THE MIDDIES. been prepared presenting Senator
Annapolis'. Md, June 6. The third Knox as the unqualified choice of the
section of the class of 1907 at the Na- Keystone state and offering him to the
val Academy, consisting of 74 gradu- Republican voters of the nation as
FAR-REACHI-

d

a

book-keepe-

Pea-body'-

re-tri-

200-Mi- le

Look Out For Our Wagon.
Our tank wagon is marked Independent and Is on the streets of Roswell from 7 a, m.. until 6 p. m.. each
and every day during working days.
If you want to hit the Standard Oil
Trust a solar plexus, blow, stop onr
wagon and try our jgoois. We mast
have your support, both moral and
real to live. If the- - consumer will act this we intended fastening a pocket-booas they talk we will do the rest.
the idea being ' that Gabbert
THE SUPERIOR REFINERY CO.
would pick up the purse and upset
Independent Refineries.
the bottle of sulphuric acid inside the
76-t- f.
Phone 412. bomb. As Judge Gabbert started oat
in the morning I fastened the pocket-boo- k
Record Want Ada. Pet Results.
to the wire and rode oft down ates, held
Keep on coming on to tie Majestic. town on a bicycle. An hour later a today. .
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THE GRILL CAFE.

,

A new telephone line is being con
between Pueblo.
structed
Colorado.
SUCHINCIDENTS AS THOSE OF and Kansas City. When this line is CONTINUTS TO TELL OF THE HOR
SAN
FRANCISCO WILL RUPcompleted, as it will be this fall, the
RIBLE EFFORTS TO MURDER
TURE TRADITIONAL
people of Albuquerque will have di
WITH BOMB AND GUNS.
FRIENDSHIP.
rect telephone connection with New
York and other eastern cities.
The El Paso News of Monday pub- nsned a telegram purporting to be
from Manila, to the effect that Governor Curry had that day sailed for AFTER STATE OFFICIALS
AMERICAN DOXERISM
tne united States. It is believed
however, that the dispatch was incorrect.

Railroad
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its commencement exercises the man most capable of carrying
out the work of President Roosevelt
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Raynolds doesnt
he subject.

Brushes

Business Manager

C. E. MASON
OEORQE A. PUCKETT.

Eltm4

Now, who's howling?

Editor

Acting Governor Raynolds can't
even burn the books. They are out
of his reach.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

An elegant line of Brushes for the Hair, Teeth,
Nail, Bath and Clothes.
Popular Prices.

15o
60c
50c
5.00

.'

MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.

Payton Drug, Book
Stationery

not care to discuss the subject. Surveyor General Morgan O. Llewellyn
was called upon and he made, a similar statement.
"In this connection the reporter of
the New Mexican ascertained that all
the books pertaining to the business
of the I'nited States Commission for
the selection of public lands for the
Territory, or the Board of Public
Lands, now out of existence, and of
the Commissioner of Public Lands
were in the office of the Secretary of
the Interior in the National Capital.
Even such important records as the
books containing the minutes of official proceedings and of the deeds is- -

Furnish
You

With Your
Dainties For
Your Parties.

ing's Candy Store

&

Company.

Two doora North of

n

Joyce-Prol-

t

Young man, before you purchase the ring you Intend
giving her, be sure yon inspect our stock of Diamonds, the SWeli- est lot in the city.
JEWELRY We have, without exception, as fine an assortment of
the very best Jewelry yon can find anywhere. What is nice; far
gift than a nice piece of Jewelry?

DIAMONDS

It was a sad oversight for the
grafters that they did not burn those
books of the Public Land Commissioner, so that Mr. Hagerman could
not have sent them (hack to Washington.

"The New Mexican Is Informed."
President Roosevelt will be convinc
Give the source of your Information
ed in time to give the new governor
with names and dates.
instructions to continue the policy of
Hagerman toward
Governor
Maybe Raynolds could get "Bull" former
Max and Bull and Burse and the
Andrews to steal those records in Major
and their satellites.
Washington and burn them.
Possibly the Secretary of the InteThe Record predicts that the Plun- rior instructed
Mr. Hagerman to send
derbund will soon hear something him
those records of the Commissioninteresting from Washington.
er of Public Lands. He may have been
afraid that they would be burned if
wonuer wnere me oionei reaa mat teft in the hands of the Plunderbund.
dent. Must have seen it in one of his
As soon as the Plunderbund learns
exchanges.
that Captain Curry is not only a Democrat, but has instructions to continue
The Colonel probably will discover the work of cleaning the rasoals out,
that he Is not the government after listen for the howl of the old gang
Mr. Ourry arrives, though Curry ranks 'if grafters against government from
only as a Captain.
iVashington.

DIAMONDS & JEWELRY

-

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

Rce and make one of them acting govGOVERNOR RAYNOLDS
HAS NOTHING TO SAY. ernor until Captain Curry's arrival."
The Santa Fe New Mexican and
The Plunderbund appears to be "up
Citizen have neither
against It." Even Colonel Frost cannot the Albuquerque
any part of the
explain, and Acting Governor Rey- of them published
letter, though both published
nolds refuses to talk for publication.
the second letter of the President.
What stumps them Is the following
seem to take it for
extract from the letter of Mr. Hager-ma- n However, they
granted that everybody has read both
to President Roosevelt:
Record
"In December, 1903, the United sides in the Roswell Daily
Morning JourStates Land Commission, with Survey and the Albuquerque
nal. The New Mexican was interested
or General Llewellyn and Secretary enough
to seek an explanation from
Raynolds, then acting governor, as
Governor Raynolds, and in its
members, ordered the selection of a Acting
large amount of timber land for the issue of Monday publishes the followbenefit of one T. A. Schomberg. The ing wail:
"In the letter addressed to the Presselection was made, and the Territorial Board, with, I believe. Acting Gov- ident of the I'nited Stites by
ernor Raynolda as a member, acceptHerbert J. Hagerman, dated
ed Schomberg's application, received May 15, 1907, in which the
attempted to place the President
the price and delivered the deeds.
This has been investigated by the De- in an unenviable and improper light,
Febpartment of the Interior, and on
charges are made also that Acting
ruary 20, 1907, Assistant Attorney Governor J. W. Raynolds and Survey
gave an opinion or General Morgan O. Llewellyn act
Campbell
General
crim- ed in an unlawful manner in certain
that these officers were guilty ofgoverninal conspiracy to defraud the
land transactions by the Territorial
ment, and yet you retain them in of- - land board in the case of the sale and
transfer of about 5,000 acres of Territorial land to T. A. Schomberg and a
number of others.
"A representative of the New Mexican called on Acting Governor Raynolds today and requested information
concerning the charge. Acting Governor Raynolds stated that the matter
Ladies
referred to could and would be easily
explained by an examination of the
Let
official records in the case, and until
Kipling
such examination could be had he did

I

who named it..

Even the New Mexican admits that
it cannot be explained.

BoaweU, N. M., under the Act of Congress of March S, 1879

Daily. Per Week
Daily. Per Month
Daily, Per Month, (In Advanoe)
Daily, One Tear (In Adrance)

.

Perhaps It is only the harsh term,
"criminal conspiracy." that the zralt- ers
do not like. However, it- was an
care to discuss
officer of the Federal government

Co.

sued by the Territory to persons who
hive purchased land were among the
records in Washington. It seems that
about one of the last official acts of
Hagerman was an order
to the Commissioner of Public Lands
to pack these records and turn them
over to the
who forwarded them to the Secretary of the InteWashington,
where they now
rior at
are. The reasons for this extraordinary
proceeding were not made public then
and they are not now generally
known.
"Several attorneys who were requested to give their opinion oq this
act of the
stated that
they believe it to 'have been highly
unjustifiable,
as the
improper
and
proper place for these records, containing information and data of the

greatest importance to the Territory,
building in the
was in the Capitol
vaults of the office of the Commissioner of Public Lands, and nowhere else.
Were these records to be destroyed
or lost en route they could never be
replaced, and such would prove of
the greatest annoyance and possibly
great injury to the Territory."
Pursuing its usual policy, the Daily
Record publishes the above complaint
in full so that the people may know
what we are talking about in discussing this "extraordinary proceeding."
If the Acting Governor only had the
records no doubt he could fix up an
explanation, or accidentally burn the
books, as might appear to be the safer
course. The Secretary of the Interior
probably had good reason to call for
the records of the Commissioner of
Public Lands, as well as those of the
two boards or commissions that had
gone out of existence. "Extraordinary
proceedings" from Washington should
not surprise anybody in these troublous times.

It really was much easier to send
Let's see. What was it the New
the books to Washington for exami- Mexican said about the vaults being
nation than to move the national cap- overloaded with useless rubbish when
ital to New Mexico.
some people objected to the .burning
of the penitentiary books? The land
are safe in Washington where
If the Orchard testimony is corrob- records
orated in the Haywood case, the West there is plenty of room for storage.
ern Federation of Miners might as
After hearing his testimony, there
well go out of business.
can be no doubt as to Harry Orchard
Just think of the audacity of the being an "undesirable citizen," and
thing asserting that even a" relative if he has told even half the truth in
then President Roosevelt
of the Major has .been guilty of jug- this case,
doesn't owe the officers of the Westgling with public lands.
ern Federation of Miners any apoloIt is forunate for the cause of good gies.
government that those public land
By and by the Plunderbund will .be
records are safe in Washington, and
they are not likely to be lost or burn- informed as to why those records of
the Commissioner of Public Lands
ed in transit.
were sent to the Secretary of the Interior at Washington. The Secretary
Sas not yet lost his jurisdiction over
certain matters connected with the

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co.
The Home of the "Victor in KosweU.

The New Mexican does not present
any definite statements, but declares
that it "is informed," etc. Of course
such rumors and gossip cannot be taken seriously. Why not give names
and dates, as Mr. Hagerman did in
referring to the Schomberg land deal?

Test of True Greatness.
Albuquerque Journal.
In a cablegram from Rome Thomas
W - Lawson tells us that in an interview with Pope Pius, he was greatly
impressed by the pontiff's "extreme
simplicity amid magnificent surroundings," and adds: "Pope Pius is that
rarity, a perfectly natural man." And
this calls attention to the fact that
it was said at the time the present
Pope was elected, that he was the only
one of the many aspirants for the
place who went to Rome, that bought
a return ticket to his home every
one of the others expected to be electJ. A. Manning and R. F. Gayle went
ed. It was his simpleness and plainness of manner, and his unaffected up on the morning train to Texico.
naturalness that won him the enthusiastic support of his colleagues. Commenting upon these facts the Los AnWrite fa Catalogue of
geles Examiner says:
RUBBER STAMPS
"It is almost the universal testimony
AND STATIONERY
that the truly great man is simple.
It is the little man who must make a
UrntijrrB
great noise to keep from being overlooked.
EL PASO. TEXAS.
"At the famous dedication of the

Ellis

public lands.

"Important records are necessary,"
says the New Mexican to disprove
the charges Mr. Hagerman made
against Acting Governor Raynolds
and others. Fortunately those records
are safe in Washington where they
cannot be .burned or otherwise mutilated, and the examination will .be
made by the proper officers, with pow
er to prescribe the punishment.

Woodruff & DeFreest
Real Estate
Live Stock Com'sn
Cheapest Money to Loan

Opposite the Post Office

In an attempt to justify the use of
instruments of torture by the former
superintendent of the penitentiary,
the New Mexican asserts that Superintendent Arthur Trelford, a special
friend of President Roosevelt .by the
way, has been guilty of treating prisoners in the same way they were
treated under Superintendent Bursum.

0

Field of Gettysburg there were two
speeches. The first was long and ornate. Its sound and rhetoric have pass
ed away. In fact, it is impossible,
without consulting the historical archives, even to call to mind the, na .ie
of the orator who made it.
"The second speech on that memorable occasion was no longer than
a benediction. Lincoln's speech was
natural. He had written it on the
back of an old envelope while riding
that day in the train to Gettysburg.
He made but one mistake in this famous utterance. It was that the world
would little note nor long remember
whit he said there. It was a message to humanity and will live for
all tme.
The extravagant will sometimes
impress for a time, but the things
that are etornal are the plain, simple
things that are true.

See Our

B

Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypres?,
Poplar, Rasswood. Cedar, Lime,
Cement, Plaster, Glass, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling

Mcmlding-8-

,

Before You Buy.

KEMP

LUMBER

CO.

Me

mm.
ivision Point Townsite, Santa

fe

Division-Clo- vis

Heights Addition

Clovis, New Mexico, is the new Santa Fe Division Townsite situated eight miles west of Texico, New Mexico, on the Belen 'cut-ofThe surface of the land on
which the townsite is located is level.
Clovis is situated in the best portion of the level plains country and is in the center of the best dry farming and stock raising
section of Eastern New Mexico. It will command trade for 40 miles to the north and west for 15 miles to the east. All this land is settled on by homesteaders
who are improving their land.
there is a settler upon every 160 acres which assures its future rapid growth and permanency. Clovis is on the main transcontinental line of the Santa Fe.
which is called in this territory the Eastern Railway of New Mexico, or the Belen cutoff. Clovis will be the division point for the main line of the Santa Fe. the Pecos
Valley Line and the Brownwood Extension, thus practically making it a division point for three distinct lines of the Santa Fe Railroad.
The Pecos Valley "tracks will be taken up between Texico. N. M.. and Cameo. N. M.. and be moved west eight miles to make Clovis the northern division point of
the Pecos Valley Line. The Brownwood Extension will be run out of Clovis. which will give a through line from California to Galveston.
Clovis will be the first division point west
The Railroad Company has retained 320 acres for railroad purposes and there will be machine shops erected at Clovis.
of Amarillo. Tex., and the Santa Fe is now erecting an I8stall roundhouse, grading miles of siding and yards, preparing to erect a large $25,000 concrete twostory
The Company
depot cf mission style of architecture with terminal offices on the second floor, an extensive Harvey Hotel of the latest style of mission architecture.
is now drilling several large wells in order to secure all the water that will be required; a good supply of water suitable for engine purposes has been secured in the
As soon as the road is completed the company will put all the California fast passenger, freight and perishable fruit traffic on this line, which will
wells already drilled.
be the shortest between Chicago and Southern California, and Galveston. Tex, and Southern California. It will also carry all the Pacific and Oriental mail which is now
being largely handled by the Rock Island and the Southern Pacific.
The First National Bank of Clovis is already organized with a capitalization of $50,000 and has
been over subscribed $10,000.
Another National Bank, called the Clovis National Bank, is also organized.
There is a water, electric light and ice company being organized for the town of Clovis. There are three automobile lines now established between Texico, N. M..
and Clovis to handle the passengers from all incoming trains to Texico, N. M.. which will save a day in travel to all passengers until the regular trains are running on
the CuHff . An automobile line will be established between Clovis. N. M.. on the Santa Fe and Tucumcari. N. M., on the Rock Island, a distance of 70 miles. Contracts have been let for 15 permanent store buildings.
There are six lumber yards located in Clovis, and 35 business and residence houses.
down.the balance in six mcnths at 10 per cent interest.
These resident lots in Clovis Heights now on sale can be purchased at from $75 to $125 per lot, one-haOn all cash sales
On sales amounting to $500. or over 10 per cent discount will be allowed.
On all sales for $1000 or over 15 per cent discount will be allowed.
(
10 per cent additional will be allowed.
Remember that all parties who purchased lots in Melrose and exchanged for lots in Clovis made from 50 to 200 per cent. Ion their investment within eight
months, time. The townsite has been opened about three weeks and there are 35 buildings erected. Clovis will make a town of 5000 population in three years.
Now is the time to buy lots in Clovis Heights.
Lots are sold in Clovis Heights, Clovis. N. M.. with a guarantee that the division will be permanently located there or the purchase price on all lots will be
f.
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General Manager for this property will be here only a few days and all parties wishing to purchase
lots should do so at once.
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A VERY SAFE. RWJE.-FroAlbuquerque Journal.

jt has
.perfectly

always been accepted as a
safe rule ' tn war. that t&e
beet thing to do is the thing the enemy doesn't want you to do. And the
same rule is equally eafe in politics.
There Pore those citizens of New Mexico who favor the maintaining of honest and decent method 3 in our territorial government, should lose no time
in the matter of organizing good government leagues In every quarter of
the territory. As to the efficiency of
such institutions, in the matter of
Furniture Stores.
Photographers..
Abstracts.
bringing about better conditions, ao
CO.
&
HESS
Walton.
to
Successors
more convincing example, or illustraMoat complete DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest
CARLTON & BELL.
First class photographs, enlarge- tion,
line of furniture in Roswell. See us ments,
could be asked for than ds
set Abstract books In Pecos Valley. for
views.
and
Refrigerators.
the public by the experience
Twenty-Or- e
years experience.
Here
of the country of Bernalillo.
CO.
CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT
in the richest county of the territory,
Painters & Paper Hangers.
yet
was
highest
.the
F. P. Gayle. manager. Reliable and!
and
Fire Insurance.
tax rate
E. L. COOPER.
Painter and paper the
prompt.
the government was simply a farce,
My painting Is first class.
hanger.
or worse. We had no public work,
R. L. & T. H. MALONE:
Office over
I hang paper the right way. Phone
no public improvements, no protection
First Natictial Bank, phone 262. Let 215.
3t26
to life or property, except for a favArchitects.
us protect you against loss by fire.
ored few, in short, none of the advanO. C. Nelson. KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
J. M. Nelson.
tages tor which' governments are insti
Represent Public Service Corporations.
J. M. NELSON CO.. Architects.
ing nothing but reliable and safe
tuted among men, and absolutely noOklahoma Blk.
Roswell. N. M. fire insurance companies.
thing to show for the onerous load of
Insure ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
power.
with us. 303 N. Main St.
light
The best
Phone taxation which our people were forced
and
131 and 150.
to carry except the steady and rapid
enrichment of a lot of public barnaButcher Shops.
cles. At the last election, chiefly thru
Grocery
Stores.
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats!
Piano Tuners.
the good work of the good government
staple and fancy groceries.
the oppressors of .the people
WESTERN
GROCERY
TUNERS, like good pianos, league,
CO. The GOOD
were driven out by an overwhelming
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps nothH leading grocery store, nothing but are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the majority and driven out to stay. Now
expert piano tuner for both. Oppo- in less
Ins but tile best. Quality oiirl tne best.
than half a year since the new
site P. O., 'phone 85.
motto.
order of things came into effect, we
CASH
GROCERY. Kirkpatrick &
money
in the treasury with
have
Prunty, Prop. Strictly cash. Our
MARKET.
THB SACRAMENTO
to
do
which
such public work as is
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's thef groceries are the best.
Printing
necessary, and have an appreciable
plqce to buy your meat.
PPRINTING:
Cards, posters, com reduction in the tax levy.
That shows what has been accomSTAR MEAT MARKET. The place
mercial stationery, booklets, cata- plished
& Hide Dealers.
Grain,
Fuel
in the affairs of this country
logues. The Daily Record.
tor food, corn fed beef and all othand the same policy, extended through
er meats, 123 N. Main St. 'Phone ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let
out the territory, would bring equally
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal
6.
satisfactory results in our territorial
Racket Store.
and wood, we buy hides, phone ::0.l
affairs. No stronger assurance of this
In
Dealer
THE
RACKET
STORE.
could be given than is to be found in
ROSWELL
Bake Shops.
TRADING CO.
Coal,
Notions, China, graniteware and the simble fact that the chief organ
Hay, and Grain. Always the best
cooking utensils.
of the pJunderbund, up at Santa Fe,
HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakesj East Second
goes into spasms every time the idea
St, Phone 126.
aaa pies, maae ire an every day.
of such organizations is suggested in
Special orders for parties, etc
Real Estate.
any part of the Territory. That fact,
of itself, ought to be sufficient to conHardware Stores.
CARLTON & BELL. Do the largest vince the friends of good government,
Blacksmith Shops.
city.
in
If
estate
business
the
real
all over New Mexico, that the policy
ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole you
in the market to buy or indicated is the right policy for us to
THE TEXAS SHOP. Rnbber tires. sale and retail hardware, pipe, sell, are
see
us.
pursue. It is the one thing that the
pumps, gasoline engines, fencing,
horse shoeing, wheel work,
enemy would not have us to do.
and tire setting.
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
THE ENTERPRISE
HARDWARE
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
tt os wen g growing Hardware on 5 per cent commission.
T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
All kinds of
blackamlthing and wood work. store, the place where you can find
Real Es
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my just what you want in hardware. GILMORE & FLEMING:
specialty.
tate and Live Stock. Garst BuildJii in. main.

ROSWELL5

Trade Directory

-

.

plow-work-

,

W. P. LEWIS

Book Store.
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat- est hooka, stationery and period!,
cala.
Billiard-Po-

CO

I

Hotels.

Halls.

ol

HARDWARE

ing, Room No. 8.

The largest house in the West. Po- lite attention, complete stock andl List your property at lowest possible
right prices. We solicit your busi
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
ness. First and Main.
American Nafl Bank, "phone 47.
Ready-to-we-

Apparel.

ar

THE

new THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
GILKESON:
Roswetl's
hotel, rooms with private bath. All Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
BOWLING. BILLIARDS.
PdOI..
One) for men, women and children. Milaccommodations
first
class.
Balke Coll. Co. equip-- ) Block West or Postoffice.
Brunswick
linery a specialty.
menu ceo. B. Jewett, Prop.
European
EL CAPITAN
HOTEL.
plan. Rooms, 50c; meals. 25c. One
Seed Store.
west
depot.
block
of
Bottling Works.
&
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
HOTEL:
New THE
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
So. GRAND CENTRAL
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
De-&
Woodruff
Main St. Refresh your memory by management.
Freest. Best and largest. Centrally garden seed, write for catalogue.
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir
ly located.
by Best. .
Shoe Stores.
HOTEL SHELBY:
New manage
Buildiug and Loan Associations ment. The leading hotel of the city. THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
H. Kercheval, Prop.
shoe store. Peters and
exclusive
See R. H. McCune in Patterson's
Stetson shoes our specials.
harness store for loans or homes on ROSWELL HOTEL.
The Dollar a
Day House. 300 feet west of depot.
easy payments.

Second Hand Stores.

MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
Jewelry Stores.
Candy Store.
Dealer in new and second hand
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest HARRY MORRISON.
The leading goods.
line of candies, shelled nuts, ci and exclusive jeweler. Watches ROSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass
New and second hand furniture,
and hand painted China, Sterling! 100-0- 2
N. Main. Hills & Rogers,
and plated silverware.
Prop. Phone 69.
Contractors and Builders.
L. B. BOELLNER.
Roswell 'a (best MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
GARRETT ft SPARKS.
Contractors jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand Highest prices paid for second
and Buiders. Painting and
painted China, diamonds, etc.
Hand goods. Phone 227.
P. O. Box 566 459 E. 5th.
C. FEINBERG
Ro3well's new Jew
eler. Call and see me, at 203 4 N.
Sanatorium
Main St. A swell line of Jewelry
Department Stores.
TENT CITY AND SANA
ROSWELL
We repair watches, all work guari
Incorporated.
Dr. C. L.
TORIUM,
anteed.
goods,!
CO. Dry
ZAFTA. PRAGER
.Manager.
Parsons,
up-j
clothing, groceries aad ranch
piles.
Lumber Yards.
IOYCE-PRUT- T
Dry
CO.
Goods,
Surety Companies.
Clothinr. Groceries, etc The larg PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.H
est supply house In the Southwest. Lumber, shingles, doors, lime. ce- - R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
ment, paints, varnish and glass.
wnoiesaie ana iteiau.
& Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice
paper-hanging-

Drug Stores.

.

ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Oldest
lumber yard in Roswell. See us for
building
all kinds of
materials and

Tailors.

paint.

Tailor made suits.
W. P. WOOD:
JEWELRY
ROSWELL DRUG
Cleaning and pressing, 118 Va North
'Oldest drug store In Roswell. All
KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on ns fod Main St. Phone 409.
things
Shingles, etc We treat
Lumber.
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters you right. East 4th St.
" for drags, wall paper, paints, var-- l
Transfers.
CO.

Life Insurance.

Dye Works.

BALLARD. The Reliable
Transfer man. Down town phone
224. Residence phone 426.

ROBERT

CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE
Col., A Western Co., for the
Recently estab-- j Denver
K- - C PYE WORKS:
people.
largest divi- ANGELL'S GENERAL TRANSFER
Western
ana
pressing dend payer in the The
Manea nere. Cleaning
See us Safe and Piano Moving a Specia.ty.
business.
.
pnoae
oraer,
on
uns.maae to
before you buy. no trouble to show Phone 378. Cor. Roswell. Hdw. Co.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager.
CO.

Electricians.

Undertakers.

Electrical!
GUNSUL.
Mens' Furnishers.
DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pri
' Contractor. 303 N. Main. 'phone E. H. WILLIAMS A CO. The only vate ambulance, prompt service.
1 14L Agent General
Electric Co. All exclusive Men's Furnishers In the ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
Undertakers. "Phone" No. 75 or No. 111.
Pecos Valley.
j kinds of electric work.

BERNARD

Russell & Brown Dr. T. E. Presley
East 2nd Street
SPECIALIST.

and Wood
Blacksmiths
"
" Workmen.
a;
a specialty. Can Pnone
and we will call for and deliver
jour work. Everything first class, or
Horae-aboein-

EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours :B to 13 a. m. S to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

.127

mpwy

remanded.

R.

OSTEOPATHS

Dr. C B. Hacfelasoa
Or. flary B. HuU.hlnon
Amcrtr&a School
Ormmtaa o tbeKlaaavtUa
Mlaaonl.
Oiuopatay.

?IIW.4SL

Cafe aaswwal

TiMm

No.

E

LDND

LAWYER
of

Telephone 184.

A few dooes of this remedy will invariably cure an ordinary attack of
diarrhoea.
It can always be depended upon,
even in the luore severe attacks of
cramp colic and cholera morbus.
It is equally successful for summer
diarrhoea and cholera infantum in
children, and is the means of saving
the lives of many children each year.
When reduced with water and
sweetened it is pleasant to take.
Every man of a family should keep
this remedy in bis home. Buy it now.
La roe Sub, 50c.
Price, 85c.

If you save a trade proposition of
any kind see us. Carlton A Bail

Record Want Ada. Get Results.

Specialty mains Law
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.

at

a?.
VERY BEAUTIFUL. SWEET
4, U.Umrwmj.

W.aiteM.

Rsid

.

&

Demy

PEAS AT
Alameda Greenhouse.

LAWYERS
"

'

'i f , Texas Clock.

Phooe

.jome

31

Fine

six-roo-

m

3 lots with

cottage,
water, blue

grass and shade. Fine
location. VERY CHEAP
and on easy terms.

R. H. McCune
In Patterson's Harness Store.
"DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE."
(William Allen White in Emporil
Gazette.)
Not long ago Senator .Stephen B.
Eikins of West Virginia one of the
conservatives of the American congress said that the economic history
of America had reached a point where
we no longer need so many laws relating to the accumulation of wealth,
but that in the future we must devote
ourselves to framing laws th.it will
look to the equitable distribution of
wealth. Last week in Kansas City,
Chief Justice Gaynor, of the New York
supreme court said, "The prime object of government is to promote distributive Justice to all." "Distributive
justice" is one of those apt phrases
that is likely to become popular. And
in the phrase may be found every issue of our modern American politics.
During the decade in which we now
live popular political thought in America has divided itself into two schools
those who honestly and consistently believe that government is .merely
a policeman, whose duty it is to see
that peace prevails in a nation, a state
or a city; that contracts are carried
out, in the spirit and the letter, and
that in matters concerning the relations between the weak and the strong
government has no business to iater-ferlais-se- z
That is the
faire school. It reached its height
of popularity in America under the
McKinley
regime of M. A. Hanna.
was Just breaking away from it when
he died.
The other school of politics believes
that government should not only keep
the peace, and see that contracts are
enforced, but that government should
look into the nature of the contracts,
to see that in them is nothing which
if performed will be detrimental to the
best interests of society; for instance.
If the contract is a wage contract,
that it provide for a living wage one
.at which the worker may be able to
subsist with his family, and grow in-

e.

poll- force themselves, into American
"
t V
tics.
The issues are--, here.- Tb,ey, should
be nsous.sea without rancor, ana wttn
out bitterness. They may be settled
only by compromise.
Neither side
of the controversy is entirely right,
nor entirely wrong, and both sides
are entirely honest.' American voters are fair. The American people
will whip this thing out, and get Justice before the matter is settled. It
is an area of issues not to be crossed
in a day, in a campaign, nor in a generation. But American people are patient. They took a long time to settle
the, slavery question.
It took thirty
years to map out a tariff policy. And
while these questions are debating, it
becomes every citizen's duty to get all
the facts and act, not for the good of
iany party, but for the good of .his
country. The more selfishness there
is put into the ballot box either by the
rich or the poor or the' well to do, the
further will justice .be delayed.

y

-

i

.

-

good he ' might have accomplished.
Temperament has much to do with the
development of .pessimism, and indigestion or dyspepsia can hiave a decided effect upon the temperament;
anyone who has what DeQuincey term
ed "a diabolical arrangement called
ji stomach." and that arrangement out
of order, finds it hard to look on the
bright side of things; but a little reason will show one that it is 'better to
try to see the bright side, and reason
tells us that everything is not going
to the bad when the idea suggests itself to us. The effect of the pessimist upon the nature of the young per
sons around him i3 extremely injurious as he impresses them with a morbidity that is likely to go so deep as
to be ineradicable. This fact, at least,
should act as a restraint upon the man
of pessimistic tendencies and should
lead him, if he cannot come to look
at things more hopefully, to keep his
Ellen Terry's First Part.
The foremost English actress of pessimism to himself. "Laugh and the
year
world Laughs with you ; weep ,and you
who
Terry,
our times. Ellen
last
that
celebrated her jubilee that marked weep alone," is an expression
the completion of fifty triumphant caught the popular ear, but it is not
is
years, has written a charming auto- true in all cases. The pessimist
biography.
McClure's Magazine is like the boy in .the fable who kept crythe fortunate .publisher and will pre- ing "The wolf, the wolf." when there
sent from i time to time portions of it was no wolf, .and when the wolf did
dealing with separate events. The come no one heeded his cry; so no
first part, "Memories of My Child- one is much inclined to lend an ear
hood," appears in the June McClure's. to the pessimist's grief because they
and we quote from this Terry's ac have grown so iaccustomed to the cry.
count of her first appearance on April The one who has sought to see the
28, 1856, as "Mannilius" in the Keans' good side of things and has tried to
London production of "A Winter's make life tolerable others genenally
finds sympathy in his distress. CerTale."
There is something, I suppose, in a tainly "one of the plainest duties of
the
woman's nature which always miakes citizenship is hopefi'lness" and
her remember how she was dressed fact that we have men of hopeful tern
perament
hian
like
and
Roosevelt
Root
any
especially eventful moment of
at
her life, and I can see myself, as tho dling affairs of state does much to
yesterday in the little red and buoy the country and make the times
were
it
silver dress I wore as Mamilius. Mrs. more propitious. If we seek the bright
side we can see it; try it and you will
Grieve, the dresser, "Peter Grieve-u- s
as we children called her had pulled find it true; a fact which iattests the
me into my very pink tights (they appropriateness of Secretary Root's
were very tight according to the pic- remark that "pessimism is criminal
tures of me), and my mother had ar- weakness." The Pathfinder.
ranged my hair in sausage curls on
Notice of Sale.
each side of imy head, in even .more
perfect order and regularity than us- City of Roswell to the Use
ual. Besides my clothes, I had a beautiful "property" to be proud of. This
t,
which had .been made
wias a
in the theater by Mr. Bradshaw, and
was an exact copy of a child's toy as
depicted on a Greek vase. It was
m.y duty to drag this little cart about
the stage, and on the first night, when
Mrs. Kean as Leonates told me to
".go play." I obeyed his instructions
with such vigor that I tripped over
the candle and came down on my
back. A titter ran through the house
and I felt that my career as an actress was ruined forever. Bitter and
copious were the tears I shed, but the
little incident so mortifying to me
did not spoil my first appearance altogether. The Times of May 1, 1856,
was kind enough to call me "vivacious
and precocious," and "v& worthy relative of my sister Kate," and my parents were pleased (although they
would not show it too much), and Mrs
Kean gave me a pat on the back. Father and Kate were both in the cast,
too, I ought to have said, and the
Queen, Prince Albert, and the Princess Royal were all In a box on the
first night.
go-car-

Go Out and Hustle.
The old saying "All things come to
him who waits," sounds all right, but
as a matter of fact, is it true? Is the
winner a waiter? Well, we should say
not. Waiting for "something to turn
up" is a mighty poor and unprofitable
occupation. It is only practiced by idlers and loafers. It is merely the excuse offered by a lazy man. There
may be times when caution is weli
enough, when it is necessary, but the
young man who gets on goes out and
starts something. The one who .has
an idea and acts on that idea scores,
as a rule. At least he has a chance,
and that is more than the waiter has
in a hundred years. Opportunity mav
knock once at every door, but the fellow who waits for opportunity to
come inside and get him might as
well prepare to spend his days in
waiting. South Bend, Ind., Tribune.

;
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FOR SALE:
Three' or four miles
open woyea wire- - fence; also
fence posts. ; Apply Oasis rncttj or
l"
phone 347.
07tt- FOR SALE:
600 acres, fine, lev,e!
.land, rich soil. 5 miles from Roswell, $700.00 per acre. Carlton ft
: Bell.'
FOR SALE:
Five acres on South
Hill, one block from Main street;
at a sacrifice price. Carlton ft
Bell.
power
One four-hors- e
FOR SALE:
Fairbanks and Morse gasoline engine with full equipment, in good
condition. Apply at Record office.
FOR SALE: Nice house, well locat.
ed.artesian water, plenty shade.
Business out of town demands parties attention, will sell cheap. Car
lton & Bell.
FOR SALE:
Horse and buggy.
Horse deep bay, 16 hands high,
strongly built. Good buggy. Will be
pleased to show them tat any time,
'phone 286 6 rings.
81tf
Good
FOR SALE:
mare, colt by side; perfectly safe for woman or child to- ride
or drive. Weight 1.100. Oklahoma
83t2
Smith, Oklahoma Block.
FOR SALE:
Extra good work horse
with farm 'harness, driving horse
and .buggy, saddle, mowing machine, horse rake, bees; also 150
hens and chickens. A bargain for
this week. A. F. Talcott, 303 N.
Main.
83t2
five-year-o- ld

-

FOR RENT.
Furnished room,

FOR RENT:
North Ky.
FOR RENT:
"phone

Large

149.

front

104

tf.
room,

FOR RENT: Nice front room, with
bath also stable. Close in 411 N.
81t3
Penn. Avenue.
FOR RENT: One of the finest residences in Roswell furnished. Modern in all its appointments. Splendid location. Millice & Wilson, tf.

and Benefit of Edward
Gross, Plaintiff,
vs.
Cause No. 919.
Lea Cattle Company,
TO LOAN,
Defendant.
In the District Court, Chaves County,
CARLTON
MONEY TO LOAN.
New Mexico.
& BELL.
06 tf
By virtue of an order of sale issued
in the above named cause on the 23d
day of May, 1907, to satisfy a judgLOST.
ment of the District Court of Chaves
county, in favor of the Plaintiff, in LOST:
.Small ledger. Return to R.
an action for the recovery of money
J. Dnnnahoo, or Record office. 83t3
and the foreclosure of a lien on the
following described property to satisWANTED.
fy the same, said judgment being
on the 21st day of May, 1907,
the sum of $684.20, WANTED A ranch cook at the Hamand being for
which, with interest to the date of
ilton Stock Farm, two miles east of
sale will amount to $694.46, I will
Military Institute. Man and wife
proceed on Saturday, the 22nd day of
preferred.
79tf
Phone 281, 1L-1Tune, 1907, at the hour of ten o'clock
Capable man and wife
a. m., to sell, before the Court House WANTED:
to work on farm. Man must underdoor of Chaves county, to the highstand farming and wife do the cookest bidder for cash in hand, the foling. Address H. F., Record office.
:
lowing described property,
82t3
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, in Block 14,
North Spring River Addition to the
City of Roswell. as shown by the plat
of said addition, on file with the Probate Clerk and Recorder of Chaves
county.
Witness my hand this, the 23d day
4riA
UIV 1rtn1
IliilU rtf
of May, 1907.
Waterproof
C. L. BALLARD,
(May 22 t5 th.)
Oiled Clothinq
Sheriff.
ren-iere- d

He Knows

Notice to Realty Dealers.
The undersigned hereby withdraws
from the market all property belonging to the estate of Mrs. Mary E.

that stands the'
hardest service

DduKhowfi'

8 Its

ROBT. J. McCLENNY.
Administrator.
A full grown apple orchard near
A fine proposition,
Roswell.
will
trade for cattle. A. O. Millice, Roswell, N. M.
80ti wtl.

Classified

Made for all kinds
of wet work or sporty
SOLD EVERYWHERE
A

J TOWCR

CO BOSTON

V

A

'

a

I

ids.

Wealth as a Power,
Wealth is character, but there is
something more in character than
wealth, without which the latter melts
FOR SALE.
like sugar. It is not brains or .mere
backbone either. It is fiber, moral and FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
physical, ironness if you will. It is
Skillmaa.
42tf
courage, firmness and enduring power
Tenacity; a bulldog power to hold FOR SALE:
buggy
harGood
and
1 .1 I I
your own and yours. Marvellous, inness, $25.00. Apply 605 N. Main St.
gripping
is
faculty
describable
that of
72tf
circumstances as well as gold and FOR SALE:
Good
W
men. And still more marvellous the
typewriter. Inquire at Record office.
way that men are swayed by it. It is
82tf
an intoxicating power, a mania or a
Fine Jersey Milk cow;
weakness if you will. In nine hundred FOR SALE:
in splendid condition. Apply 605 X.
men out of a thousland ninety-ninMo. ave.
83tf
and the search for wealth is the main
A bright bay stallion, with black
spring of their actions. In even dis- FOR SALE:
Brand new folding
hath tub, cheap. Inquire at P. V. mane and tail. Weight about 1.5001b:
tribution, capital is the fluid that cir16
hands high. Has fine style and
Drug Co.
82t3
culates throughout the world and
action. Is seven years old and has
keens it alive and awake. London FOR SALE:
9 gentle milch cows proven himself a getter of colts of
Outlook.
at $38. For particulars call at Enter fine size and style.

11

Smith-Premie-

r

Colonel

e

BE OPTIMISTIC.

That was

a sentence

crammed full
sense which Secretary of
of good
State Root uttered a few days ago
fo Yale students when he said, "In
he whole field of popular government
I am convinced that one of the plainest duties of citizenship is hopefulness
and that pessimism is criminal weakness. How few of those men who are
Dessimists and cynics are companiable
how few of them are sought after, how
few welcome when they come. Pessimism becomes a habit with some people, and when they hear their fellows
making plans it seems to be instinctive with them to hold up the dark
side and spoil the fair vision of the
future that others had hoped to realize
There Is a distinct difference between
the pessimistic mind and the well regulated intellect that can look into the
future, that can like the searchlight
discover the dangers that lie ahead;
such an intellect is a safety; it finds
not only the dangers but it finds the
buoys that mark the route to the haven; it is a light, not darkness. On the
other hand the pessimist is as a cloud

tellectually so that government at
the ballot box may have the advantage of an enlightened man at the
polls. Or if the contract be one between shipper and railroad those who
believe in distributive Justice, believe
that government should intervene in
the contract to see that the contract
does not give one shipper a rate that
will ruin another shipper to whom the
rate is denied or that the need of the
shipper is not made a part of the rate.
Or again, the believers in government
interference in securing equitable distribution of wealth contend that it is
only fair that government shall act
as guardian of the weak against the
strong hence the pure food! laws,
hence the restrictions of vice, hence
the eovemment supervision of corp
orations.
These are issues in American politics today. H is distributive justice
against the devil take the hindermost.
The tariff is an issue only as to whe- What ever the purpose whether
ther or not it shall be revised which for a bridal gift, an engagement
is of course distributive justice again.
"Roosevelt policies" are token or a birthday present,
The
without exception, policies concerned we have the diamonds to see
with distributive Justice: .The income them is to want them.
tax the inheritance tax; the license
for corporation and the further extension of the rate law these are purely
measures which concern the distribution and not the accumulation of
wealth. They are the issues' that must

Diamonds

d

that would obscure the sun and would j FOR SALE. One rotary and , drop
hide the buoys and signs of guidance. j Austin well drilling machine. Rhone's
Such a one becomes a death's head on
or. write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
all occasions and imlatFs much of the

prise Hdw. Co.
7tl2
12 vacant
FOR SALE:
lots on
South Hill, for one-hal- f
of actual
value. Carlton & Bell.
FOR SALE:
Good runabout buggy.
Bargain. Cash or installment. Call
905 N. Penn. J. W. Gamel. 83t2
FOR SALE:
Some choice residence
lots, well located, at
prices.
CARLTON & BELL.
FOR SALE:
20 acres,
house,
artesian well, some fruit. Best bargain in the Valley. Carlton & Bell.
rock-botto-

Terms

Will be stood at $12.50 to Insure a
mare with foal.
Will make the season at RobL J.
miles east on Second
McClenny's, 2
street, and who is prepared to take
care of mares.

m

W.

G. Urton

&

Sons,

OWNERS.

WATCH AND LISTEN
tor

Gronsky's Ice Cream Wagon
Gronsky's New Ice Cream Wagon makes daily
tours of the city. It can be found on the streets
at all hours of the day. Those wishing Ice
Cream delivered can call Phone No. 179 and the
wagon will be sent around at once. Our Ice
Cream is first class in every respect, the next
time the wagon passes your way try some. You
will know it by the jingle of the Sleigh Bells.

.

Change program tonight. Majestic.
W. R. Bond wiaheB to announce
that he is still In the transfer
and can be found at the same J- - C. Elliott, of Weed, N.'
is In
B old stand. Telephone, office, "59; resithe city today.
81t3
dence, 854.
o
H. E. White and wife are here
The ladles of tie First M. E. phurch from Lexington, Miss., to spend two
vill hold their missionary meeting at months with Mr. and Mrs. Q. T. Mche home of Mrs. D. L. Geyer on Rich Quillan.
irdson avenue tomorrow at 2 o'clock.
Prof. Rupert F. Asphind, of the UniIt will be an open meeting. All are versity of New Mexico, came up from
invited.
Artesia this morning and left on the
auto for his home in Albuquerque.
Ed Gross, well known in Roswell
Mrs. E. B. Rollins, the mother of
and now running a livery stable at
Carlsbad, passed tnrough on this (mor Mrs. Frank N. Brown, and Miss Morning's train to AmariUo where he is ris Rollins, a niece of Mrs. Brown's,
engaged in putting in some cement arrived on the 'morning train from Ab
ilene, Texas, for a several weeks'
sidewalks.
tousi-nes-

...The Fencing Master...
A

Parisian Romance of Love and Jealousy

Told in motion pictures. One of the most absorbing picture stories we have ever given at
the Majestic. Comedy too, "The Strenuous Wedding" "Post no Bills' "The Conjuror's Pupil"
and the bright and tuneful illustrated Songs.
GOME

TO-NIG-

The Majestic
CROWN-UP- S

10 CENTS

CHILDREN

5 CENTS

.

visit.

Mrs. George M. Slaughter and children left this morning for Hereford,
where they will be met by Mr. Slaugh
ter. From there they will go by auto
to their ranch in the Panhandle.

Miss Maud Best left on the Morning
Richard Thorne, who has ciiarge
of the Ullery Furniture Company store train for Ft. Worth, Dallas and Denat Carlsbad, came up this morning ton, Texas, where she will visit with
relatives during the summer. She
for a visit of several days.
will return to Roswell in the falL
Clovis will make a good town and
evening train last night did not
parties looking for a business loca- getThe
in until midnight. It was delayed
tion should see E. J. Carlin. who will partially by prospectors, .but the 'main
be In Roswell for several days.
delay was occasioned by the fact that
a special train was derailed yesterIt is understood that K. S. Wood- day at Hereford, thus holding up the
ruff, J. F. Hinkle and Albert Hanny regular passenger train for some time.
will go with the El Paso Elks on The track was torn up for some dis
their trip to Philadelphia and the tance, but no one was hurt in the
East.
accident.

Mrs. MacKay's Class.

The "GRILL CAFE" Is the place
to go to get your evening meal. They
are serving the best supper ever served in Roswell for twenty-liv- e
cents.
Those who wish to be served a la
carte may have that privilege at the

Mrs. Richard M. Thorne left Carlsbad yesterday for Chattanooga, where
she will spend the summer with her
Real Estate Transfers.
parents. Mrs. Thorne, formerly Miss
following deeds have been filed
The
Mary Wallace, lived in Roswell for a in the office of the Probate Clerk and
number of years.

"GRILL CAFE."

cents is the price for a
supper that the "GRILL CAFE" is
serving. Have you tried them yet? If
not, why not go around and satisfy
your iiunger with the best meal in
the city. They also serve a la carte
83tf
to those who prefer it.

83tf

Notice to the Public.
Notice is hereby given that we, the
undersigned, from and after this the
first day of June, 1907, have no inter
C. Millard Williams, who has been est whatever in any business carried
visiting with John T. Stone and faun on at the place about 1 miles east
ily for the last four months, left this of Roswell known as "Hinkle Town.
morning for his home in Colorado
80dot-wl- t
(Signed)
Springs.
R. F. GAYLE,
H. DIVEN.
If you want to make a good invest
ment with quick returns, buy lots In
$
800
$
Jeweler, has It Clovis Heights, Clovis, N. M.. the new
BoaUner. the
Santa Fe division point townsite on
800 above means that
Ybe
7tf
cheaper.
the Belen Cut-of- f.
for $800 we can sell you a 110
-- o
Eyes tested free at I B. Boellner,
S. L. Haney and her daughter ft. front fot on Main Street if
Mrs.
88tf Manna, who have been in Roswell for
Jeweler and Optician.
Carlsome days, left this morning for their sold in next few days.
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale new home at Kenna. They were form- ton & Befl.
erly from Oklahoma.
at the Record Office.
Warning.
Lots are sold in Clovis Heights, All persons are
W. D. Hewdrlck brought In a party
hereby warned that
N. M.. with a guarantee that
of prospectors 03 the train arriving Clovis.
the use of the implements commonly
the division will be permanently lo- caWed
"negger-shooters- "
in Roswell at midnight.
within the
cated there or the purchase price on
limits of the city is unlawful and that
will be refunded.
persons found using them will be seSurrey for sale or trade for horse all lots
82t2.
or buggy. E. C G add Is, Roswell
A young eagle was brought to town verely dealt with.
J. J. RASCOE,
Trading Co.. or Roswell Drug Co. 83t2 yesterday by Bruce Marsh. He had
City Marshal.
caught the bird at his ranch by shooto
wing. The
through
right
ing
the
him
C W. Moss, who was here yesterAnother new bunch of latest post
day in the interest of the El Paso eagle appeared but little injured.
card novelties, from 5 cents to 25 cts.
morning
for Ainarillo.
Elks, left this
each. Ingersoll's Book Store.
82tf.
Miss Dora Jones left on the morno
W. M. Burst, who has been In the ing train for Dallas, Texas. She will
Record Want Ads. Get Results.
months.
Talley for some days on business and visit there for three or fourbook-keeppleasure, left this morning for his Miss Jones is employed as
by the Pecos Valley Drug Co.
home in Kansas City.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Evans, who
live east of town, are the proud parbaby girl, born to
ents of a
them last Monday night.

-

The junior pupils of Mrs. MacKay's
class met at the studio yesterday afternoon to hold their last meeting of
this season. The class has a splendid
record for good work. A series of
class musicales during the season has
given to all the children an opportunity to play for each other and for
their teacher and friends. Thus ithe
Juvenile Etude Club has gained a
knowledge of music which is a positive feature in their mental growth.
There were three medals and two
honor pins awarded for the highest
average of the year's work.
Dot Bell received first medal.
Myra Martin, second medal.
Elizabeth Fitzgerald, third medal.
Bessie Archey, first honor pin.
Lou C. Gillett, second honor pin.
Light refreshments were served at
the close of the meeting.

Makin's 2nd Hand Store

n EADQUARTERS

FOR

Furniture' Stoves, Queensware
and Granitware.
Everything for Everybody.
If you cant find what you
want to buy or can't sell what
you want to sell, Call on

Robert Makin,
Phone 227.

109 N. Main St.

Twenty-fiv- e

R. M. Patrick, the proprietor of the
"Grill Cafe," returned from Kansas
City last night. Mr. Patrick went to
Kansas City for the express purpose
of getting a ohef for the Cafe. He
brought back with him Mr. Allen
Valle. who has been one of the head
chefs of the Harvey System on the
Pacific Coast, for over six years. Mr.
Valle comes with very high recommendations, and Mr. Patrick should
be complimented on being able to se
cure such a man. Mr. Patrick says if
the public finds the service in the
dining room not what it should be,
that he is prepared to get (the .best of
help for this part of the Cafe.

Recorder:
C. A. Jackson to Daivid S. Pinckley,
for $50, lot 16 in Block 8, Thayer's
addition to Dexter.
C. A. Jackson to Henry W. Embrey
for $50, lot 14 in block 8, Thayer's
addition to Dexter.
R. L. Mossman, et al to W. A. Taylor, for $500, a tract of land, .being

lots 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 of block
in South Roswell.
Lizzie L. Baker and husband to J.
J. Rascoe for $120, an interest in the
North Spring River Center ditch.
James H. McPherson, et al to Elizabeth Dunlap for $75 a tract of land
in SE of the NW
of sec. 32, T. 10
S., of range 24 E.
The Urton Town Company to John
Hardy for $1, lot 5 in block 14 of the
town of Urton.
John Hardy to Wilson Orr for $30,
lot 5 in block 14 of the town of
C. W. Beeman, of Carlsbad, came Kenna.
up this morning from the lower valley
H.
Huckendorf, et al, to Alfred
town and will be here all day work Buck, for $5,600, the NE
of sec. 24,
Irrigation
ing in the interest of the
range
13
S.,
25
T.
E.
Carlsbad,
at
be
held
Celebration to
Mr. Beeman said that the
July
affairs of the celebration were pro
5 FOR 800
gressing very satisfactorily. The program will be ready within a few days.
5 acres of splendid land withThe invitations are now being issued
and are beautiful examples of the art in one block of Main Street for
of the engraver. These invitations $800.
An investment here will
are intended mainly for the purpose
12
of inducing people from outside the beat
per cent interest.
great Pecos Valley to attend the cel&
Carlton
Bell.
hopes
be
to
Beeman
Mr.
ebration.
able to secure both the Roswell bands
Cemetery Association Meeting.
for the occasion. He returns to Carlsbad tonight.
will
The Cemetery
Association
o
meet on Saturday at 3 o'clock with
Notice to Bicyclers.
Mrs. James Garrard.
83t2
All persons are warned to cease
riding bicycles on pavements within
Miss Lillian McCain, librarian at
the city of Roswell, under penalty of the Carnegie Library, is on the sick
see
are
to
warned
law.
the
Parents
list, and her place is being taken by
that their children obey the law as her sister, Miss Cora. Miss McCain's
it will be strictly enforced.
illness is not of a serious nature.

When1 You Buy
La Porte

BUGGIES
You have the posi-

tive aMsura.uce that

your money has pur
chased its equivalent that you have received 100 cents in

vehicle value for. every dollar spent. Lowest prices, large
variety, and the; ABSOLUTE GUARANTY accompanying
every job, are three
of the points which
have convinced a
large number of satisfied customers

La Porte
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Buggies
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are the best. May
we not convince you

7

CHINESE

RESTAURANT
CHANGES HANDS.
Ma Boon has bought the Metropolitan Restaurant on Main street, near
Second, from Yee Quong and will conduct it in future. The contract calls
for the payment of all debts by Yee
Quong.
80to.

tomorrow trip.
with Mrs. Robt. Kellahin
afternoon at 3 o'clock. All members
No waits, no delays,
and friends are earnestly requested
,
to be present.
It tic. 10 cts.

FOR SALE OR TRADE.
splendid hotel proposition, a money maker the first day and every day.
Don't pass this up. See CARLTON
& BELL.
A

Beautiful house for sale, 1202 N. Ky.
6 rooms, strictly
modrer, shade
trees, shrubbery and nice lawn. Easy
200
Tel. 534.
ave..
terms.
Lea
NOTICE:
Will sell at private sale
63t24.
all our household
goods, including
one high grade piano. Bicycle, stoves,
all kinds of garden tools. All must
Mrs. C. A. Baker this afternoon
be sold soon as possible. This is a gave a reception to a number of young
good opportunity to buy all kinds of ladies in honor of Misses Sadie and
fine furniture at almost your own Mildred Martin.
Delicious refreshprice. Sale commences each morning ments were served.
at 9:30 until sold, 110 North Lea. cor.
Second.
81tf
Follow the crowds to the Majestic

WALL PAPEB8
We put it on the wall for you.
See us

Howard Leland, Register of the lo
Notice.
The Woman's Home Mission Socie cal tend office, is taking a month's
ty of the M. E. Church, South, will vacation. He is still in Roswell, but
hold a social and business meeting will leave shortly for a recreation
I

at the Majes

Daniel Drug Company
I
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The Sale advertised last week will take place Thursday, Friday and Saturday. All White
Goods, Laces and Embroideries are marked down to Manufacturers cost, and if you
do not get your share of these Bargains it will be no fault of ours.
In addition to these items we place on sale, at greatly reduced prices, all of our
.

Ladies Sbwt Waists
(Ladies Skidfcs
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